
Celebrity  Break-Up:  Channing
Tatum & Jenna Dewan Tatum Are
Still  Living  Together  Post-
Split

By Carly Horowitz

In latest celebrity news, Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan Tatum
have announced their peaceful separation. Although, according
to  UsMagazine.com,  the  two  haven’t  been  lovey  dovey  in  a
while. “They haven’t been ‘together’ for a while. They are
best friends and still support each other and go to each
other’s events and live in the same house,” a source said.
Apparently the former celebrity couple seems to be better as
friends than as romantic partners at the moment, and there are
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no hard feelings about that.

This celebrity break-up took us all
by surprise, and the duo are still
co-habitating. What are some ways
to decide who will move out after a
split?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you have been together with someone for a long time,
moving out can be a very upsetting experience. You have come
to a point where you are so comfortable with each other. How
can you decide who is going to move out? Cupid has some words
of wisdom on how to handle this situation:

1. Decide legally: You can go the simple route and whoever’s
name is on the lease gets to stay. Although sometimes, it is
more complicated than that if both of you two have your names
on it.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan
Tatum Split After 9 Years of Marriage

2. Get a counselor: You don’t need a counselor just when you
are working to try to make your relationship better, you can
still use one once you two are officially apart. It doesn’t
hurt to have a professional help you decide where to go from
here.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan
Tatum  Celebrate  10th  Anniversary  of  ‘Step  Up’  with  Epic
Throwback Photo & Video

3.  Don’t  let  your  emotions  overtake:  Have  a  rational
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discussion with your ex-partner to figure out what would make
the most sense to do. Try not to become too attached to the
small things. Have an open mind and realize that you now have
this opportunity to either move out and start a beautiful new
life in a wonderful new place, or you get to redecorate the
home you are in now! Either option is an opportunity for
growth.

What are some other ways to decide who will move out after a
split? Comment below!

Celebrity  Couple  News:
Channing  Tatum  Recalls
‘Cruel’ Proposal Tactic
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By Melissa Lee

Channing Tatum recently reflected on his plan to propose to
his now wife, Jenna Dewan Tatum, which ended up being… well,
pretty cruel. According to UsMagazine.com, Tatum wanted to
propose in 2008 but when he thought his wife was onto him, he
tried to throw her off. “I basically told her I never wanted
to get married,” Tatum reveals. “I told her, ‘I don’t believe
in the institution of marriage and I don’t think I ever want
to get married.’ She basically broke down crying.” Apparently
Dewan Tatum’s reaction broke his heart, because he realized he
had to propose sooner than later. Thankfully, she said yes,
and the celebrity couple have been married since 2009.

This celebrity couple news has us
shaking  our  heads  at  Channing
Tatum. What are some ways to throw
your  partner  off  the  scent  when
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you’re about to propose?

Cupid’s Advice: 

If you’re attempting to keep your proposal a secret, there are
better ways to do so instead of taking your partner on an
emotional  rollercoaster  (sorry,  Channing!).  Head  below  for
some of Cupid’s advice on throwing your lover off when it
comes to the big proposal:

1. Stay quiet: Instead of bringing up any hints of marriage or
proposing, just stay silent about the topic. This way you
aren’t even bringing the thought to their attention, plus
it’ll make it seem like you aren’t even thinking about it.
Don’t do this for too long, though — you don’t want to pull a
Channing and have your partner think that you’re not even
interested in getting married!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Baby  News:  ‘Bachelorette’  Rachel
Lindsay Says Bryan’s Mom ‘Is Pressuring Us for Babies’

2. Make it a complete surprise: Try to surprise your partner
with the proposal by having them think you’re doing something
simple. For example, take them out on a date night and then
propose  at  the  end  of  the  night,  making  it  a  memorable
yet quaint night. You could also go on a weekend getaway and
plan a romantic surprise, catching them off guard entirely.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Jade Roper & Tanner Tolbert Reveal Baby Girl’s Name

3. Do it when they’re least expecting: On the other hand, you
could also propose when they’re least expecting it. Make your
partner breakfast in bed and pop the question just as they’re
done digging in. If your lover is into a more simple approach,
surprise proposals would be picture perfect.

What  are  your  tips  for  surprising  your  partner  with  a
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proposal?  Leave  your  thoughts  below.

Celebrity Couple News: Jenna
Dewan Tatum Explains How She
and Channing Began Dating

By Mallory McDonald

Celebrity couple Jenna Dewan and Channing Tatum have been
celebrity  couple  goals  for  what  feels  like
forever. UsMagazine.com learned what Jenna revealed to Ellen
on The Ellen DeGeneres Show this past Tuesday. “I said, ‘Well
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look, if you want to date other people and be free that’s
totally fine. But we’re not gonna hang out and watch movies,'”
she recalled to DeGeneres, 59. “‘You have to figure out what
you want because I want a relationship.'” Three days later
Channing showed up at her hotel room saying, “He said he had
the chance to be free and he couldn’t stop thinking about me,”
she said, laughing. “He’s in a sombrero, underwear and Ugg
boots and said, ‘Let’s do this.'” The two had a celebrity
wedding in July of 2009 and they’ve been inseparable ever
since!

This celebrity couple news has us
giggling, because sometimes it can
take a grand gesture to show your
interest in someone. What are some
big ways you can show your crush
you’re into him or her?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Grand gestures are always a good idea for impressing that
special dating tips for how to make your crush feel special:

1. Social media love: While this may not seem extremely grand,
in  this  technology-filled  world  of  dating,  liking  and
commenting on your crushes photos and information can really
notify them you are into them. Leave a heart eye emoji or a
smiling face on their most recent picture.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan-
Tatum  Celebrate  10th  Anniversary  of  ‘Step  Up’  with  Epic
Throwback Photo & Video

2. Blind date: A little different from your traditional blind
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date, you can just show up at your crushes house with a
bouquet of flowers and ask them out to dinner. This can be
extremely  nerve  racking  especially  if  you  don’t  know  how
they’re feeling but it can seriously pay off!

Related Link: Channing Tatum Divorce Rumors Untrue

3. Public announcement: Whether it is in class together, at
work or any mutual place you and your brush go to, ask them
out in an ornate and public fashion. Pull out all the stops to
impress him or her and show them you’re not afraid to let
anyone know it.

What grand gestures worked for you in the past? Comment below!

5 Celebrity Couples Who Look
Hot At The Beach
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By Katie Gray

Travel season is in session! Now that the weather is getting
colder, our favorite celebrity relationships have decided to
flock  to  warmer  weather  on  tropical  vacation
getaways.  (Especially  with  the  holidays  and  new  year
approaching, celebrity couples notably take trips during this
time of the year.) Nothing says “I love you” better than
spending time with your loved one in hot climates. Perhaps we
will even see some destination celebrity weddings take place!

Cupid has compiled five celebrity
couples who look hot on the beach:

1. Bradley Cooper & Irina Shayk: Bradley Cooper is one of the
highest paid and most recognizable actors in Hollywood. Since
2015,  he  has  been  in  a  celebrity  relationship  with
model, Irina Shayk. The celebrity couple had some fun in the
sun in Italy last year at the beach. She has graced the cover
of Sports Illustrated before, and I’m sure these two will be
soaking up the sun some more soon!
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2. Mark Wahlberg & Rhea Durham: Mark Wahlberg is the man! You
may know him from famous films like The Departed and Planet of
the Apes, or from his music career as Marky Mark and the Funky
Bunch. He also owns a chain of Wahlburgers restaurants, with
his brothers, which they also have a reality show for. He’s a
husband  to  Rhea  Durham  and  the  pair  have  four  children
together. They spent some time in Barbados a couple of years
ago in December together, and are bound to travel again during
the winter. The celebrity couple has been spotted soaking up
the sun on many occasions!

Related Link: Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite

3. Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan-Tatum: Actors and dancers,
Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum are such a cute married
celebrity couple! They have been spotted at many pool parties
and  beaches  through  the  years.  They  have  indulged  in
getaways to the beach in Italy, as well. The dancing duo also
are proud parents to a daughter, whom they have family days
with. We’re sure they will all have a family beach day in the
future!

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Engagement Rings

4. Miles Teller & Keleigh Sperry: You may know actor Miles
Teller from the Divergent series films or The Spectacular Now,
to  name  a  few.  Since  2013  he  has  been  in  a  celebrity
relationship with model Keleigh Sperry, and the pretty pair
have spent some time at the beach. This low key couple are
definitely in love!

5. Gregg Sulkin & Bella Thorne: Young love! Fellow actors,
Gregg Sulkin and Bella Thorne, have been reportedly dating on
and  off  for  the  last  couple  off  years.  They  have  been
photographed enjoying the sunshine on several occasions. We
hope their futures are smooth sailing, whether together or
apart. Keep on the sunny side of life.

Who are your favorite celebrity couples who enjoy beach days?
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Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity  Couple  Channing
Tatum  &  Jenna  Dewan  Tatum
Celebrate 10th Anniversary of
‘Step Up’ with Epic Throwback
Photo & Video

By Stephanie Sacco
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Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan Tatum met on the set of the
film Step Up and have been together ever since. In celebrity
news, the film was released August 11th, 2006 and marked their
first kiss. According to UsMagazine.com, Jenna Dewan Tatum
posted a photo on Instagram of the celebrity couple and a
video of their iconic dance on Snapchat. Channing Tatum says
that  they’ve  watched  the  film  together,  and  they  react
differently every time. He said, “It was hard because you’re
like, ‘Wow, I remember it being so much better.’ Then other
times you’re like, ‘I remember it being worse'”. Regardless of
the quality of the movie, their celebrity relationship is
going strong.

This celebrity couple is too cute!
What  are  some  ways  to  keep  the
spark  alive  in  your  relationship
after many years?

Cupid’s Advice:

Keeping  the  spark  alive  is  key  to  a  healthy  and  fun
relationship. Once you get into a routine or find yourself
bored or lacking in excitement, it’s time to spice it up.
Cupid is here to help:

1.  Surprises:  Dates  and  visits  that  are  unplanned  or
spontaneous can lead to more excitement in a relationship.If
your partner is just as excited to see you, then you know the
spark is still alive. If he reacts poorly, you know it’s
starting to fizzle.

Related Link: Channing Tatum Divorce Rumors Untrue

2. Alone time: Take even more time for yourselves so you can
get to know each other. If there’s something you aren’t aware
of after all the time you’ve had together, learn it. Put in
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the effort to really understand your partner.

Related Link: Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum Welcome a
Baby!

3. Next step: Whether you’ve been dating for two years or ten,
there’s always another step you can take in a relationship.
Perhaps move in together or get engaged. Discuss this and the
future with your partner before making any big decisions.

How do you keep the spark alive in your relationship? Comment
below!

Kissing Co-Stars: On and Off-
Screen Celebrity Couples
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By Katie Gray

When  couples  on-screen  become  real  celebrity  couples  off-
screen,  we  get  extra  excited.  What  could  be  better  than
falling in love with a movie relationship, and then learning
that it is actually a reality? It’s a fairy tale come true
when it becomes an actual celebrity relationship! Whether the
relationships last or are just a fling, it’s fun while it
lasts. In many cases, it’s ended in celebrity weddings and
celebrity  babies.  We  can  all  take  a  cue  and  relationship
advice from these cute celeb couples who show us love on and
off-screen!

Cupid has compiled our six favorite
on  and  off-screen  celebrity
couples:

1. Ben Affleck & Jennifer Garner: This celebrity couple met on
the set of Daredevil and ended up getting married and having
children together. They married in 2005 in Turks and Caicos
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and  have  three  children  together:  Violet,  Seraphina  and
Samuel. They announced they were divorcing in 2015, but they
remain friends and family because of their offspring. Garner
has also dated previous co-stars such as Alias co-star Michael
Vartan, and she was even married to Scott Foley for three
years after meeting him on the set of his series Felicity.
It’s true that love can be found on set!

2. Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie: Everybody loves Brangelina!
This  celebrity  couple  met  while  filming  Mr.  &  Mrs.  Smith
together and caused a big stir, as speculation stirred that an
affair happened between the two while Pitt was still married
to  Jennifer  Aniston.  They  denied  it,  but  in  2006  they
announced they were expecting a baby. The pair got engaged in
2012 after seven years of dating and married two years later
in 2014 at their estate in Correns, France. Although they were
trying to kill each other on-screen, they sure make it work in
real life! They seem to have a happy, healthy marriage and
children.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Live Modestly

3. Ryan Reynolds & Blake Lively: Spotted: one of the best
celebrity relationships in Hollywood started on a set. That’s
right, lovely Blake Lively and handsome Ryan Reynolds, met on
the set of The Green Lantern. This dynamic duo started dating
a year later in 2011, purchased a home together in 2012 in
Bedford, New York and married a few months later. The former
Gossip Girl star gave birth to their daughter, James, in 2014
and it was just announced last month that they are expecting
their second child! Congrats to the happy pair!

4. Ashton Kutcher & Mila Kunis: “Hello Wisconsin!” The co-
stars we all loved on the hit sitcom That 70’s Show, Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis, are now a happily married celebrity
couple. The pair began dating in 2012, were engaged in 2014,
gave birth to their daughter Wyatt Isabelle in October of that
year and married in July of 2015. They show us that it is good
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to date for a couple of years to really get to know a person
before jumping into wedlock and parenthood. It seems to be
working well for them, as they are now happily married and the
proud parents of a beautiful baby girl.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Where The Woman Earns More
Money

5. Freddie Prinze Jr. & Sarah Michelle Gellar: This celebrity
relationship  is  one  of  the  longest  lasting  in  the
entertainment industry! Fellow actors, Freddie Prinze Jr. and
Sarah Michelle Gellar, met while filming I Know What You Did
Last Summer and have been an item ever since.They even co-
starred in the Scooby-Doo film together! They were engaged in
2001, married in 2002 and have two celebrity babies together.
This  celebrity  marriage  shows  us  how  to  make  a  genuine
relationship last!

6. Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan Tatum: This married celebrity
couple met in 2006 on the set of Step-Up. They have been
giving  us  major  relationship  goals  ever  since.  They  got
engaged in Maui in 2008 and married in a celebrity wedding in
2009 in Malibu, California. The Magic Mike star has even been
referenced recently in Drake’s new album. The rapper, has a
lyric that says, “Got so many chains, they call me Chaining
Tatum.”

Who are your favorite celebrity couples on and off-screen?
Share below!

Celebrity  Couples:  Marriages
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That Survived the Seven-Year
Itch
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Jessica Alba and Cash Warren

What a fantastic love story this celebrity couple shares! Alba
met Warren on the set of 'Fantastic Four' in 2004, and by
2008,  the  two  had  said  “I  do.”  The  pair  later  welcomed
daughters Honor and Haven. Photo: STPR / PRPhotos.com

Celebrity  Couples  and  Their
Most  Extravagant  Valentine’s
Day Gifts
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Kim Kardashian West and Kanye West
If diamonds were a meter of love, West’s love for the reality
TV star is off the charts. The rapper bought his wife a 73,000



dollar Panthere De Cartier cuff embellished with diamonds and
emeralds. Photo: Flynet UK/FameFlynet Pictures

Celebrity  Photo  Gallery:
Famous Couples Who Work Out
Together

Page 1 of 20
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Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake

The duo that sweats together, stays together! This famous
couple seems to believe this truth, as they are often seen
jogging together. Photo: Brian Flannery/FlynetPictures.com

Celebrity  Photo  Gallery:
Romantic Getaways
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Adam Shulman and Anne Hathaway

This famous couple enjoyed a nice summer getaway in sunny



Spain! The pair spent time on a yacht, soaking up the sun and
playing in the water together. Photo: LRR/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

20 Celebrity Couples Who Are
Just Like Us
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Nikki Reed and Ian Somerhalder

Like many of us, the actors, who tied the knot this summer,
have a passion for animals and consider their pets to be their
babies. Photo: Willie Pena/Diana Pena / PRPhotos.com

Best  Dressed  Celebrity
Arrivals
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Emma Stone

Of course, the elegant Emma Stone makes our list of best



dressed celebrity arrivals! Here, she attends the 'Irrational
Man' Los Angeles premiere in a sundress that's casual yet
classy. Photo: David Gabber / PRPhotos.com

Famous Couples Share How They
Celebrate Mother’s Day

By Courtney Omernick

While so many celebrity couples will be celebrating Mother’s
Day this year, either for the first time or for the 8th time,
Cupid got to take a look inside a few famous couples’ Mother’s
Day festivities.

https://cupidspulse.com/92498/famous-couples-celebrate-mothers-day/
https://cupidspulse.com/92498/famous-couples-celebrate-mothers-day/
http://cupidspulse.com/105759/courtney-omernick/
http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-relationships/long-term-relationships-flings/


Here  are  some  ways  our  favorite
famous  couples  celebrate  Mother’s
Day:

1. Jessica Alba and Cash Warren: Jessica, Cash, and their
daughter, Haven, keep things casual on Mother’s Day. This
family loves going to brunch.

Related Link: Get Details on Nikki Reed and Ian Somerhalder’s
Sunset Celebrity Wedding

2.  Camila  Alves  and  Matthew  McConaughey:  Camila  and  her
daughter, Vida McConaughey, leave Matthew at home. These girls
spend Mother’s Day in style by jewelry shopping in NYC.

Related Link: Prince William and Kate Middleton Celebrate 4th
Celebrity Wedding Anniversary While Awaiting Royal Baby

3. Hilary Duff and Mike Comrie: Who knows what’s in store for
Hilary this Mother’s Day, as she is newly single celebrity.
But, typically, it’s a warm Mother’s Day for the celebrity
mom. Hilary and her son, Luca, were spotted soaking up the
sun’s rays in Mexico last year.

4. Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum: Channing and his
wife, Jenna, keep this special holiday a family affair. They
spend their time with their daughter and Channing’s mom.

5. Halle Berry and Olivier Martinez: This celebrity couple
spends Mother’s Day enjoying lunch with her children in sunny
Los Angeles.

How do you and your mom spend Mother’s Day?

http://cupidspulse.com/92405/details-nikki-reed-ian-somerhalder-celebrity-wedding/
http://cupidspulse.com/92405/details-nikki-reed-ian-somerhalder-celebrity-wedding/
http://cupidspulse.com/92319/prince-william-kate-middleton-celebrate-4th-celebrity-wedding-anniversary-awaiting-royal-baby/
http://cupidspulse.com/92319/prince-william-kate-middleton-celebrate-4th-celebrity-wedding-anniversary-awaiting-royal-baby/


Best  Dressed  Celebrity
Couples During Awards Season
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Kanye West and Kim Kardashian
This  celebrity  couple  is  known  for  being  extremely
fashionable. It's no surprise that the Wests, who were seen at
the Grammys participating in some serious PDA, looked photo
ready  in  their  designer  duds.  Photo:  Janet  Mayer  /
PRPhotos.com

Celebrity  Mom  Jenna  Dewan-
Tatum Wonders How Others with
Babies  Have  Time  to  Wear
Makeup

https://cupidspulse.com/84311/jenna-dewan-tatum-time-to-wear-makeup/
https://cupidspulse.com/84311/jenna-dewan-tatum-time-to-wear-makeup/
https://cupidspulse.com/84311/jenna-dewan-tatum-time-to-wear-makeup/
https://cupidspulse.com/84311/jenna-dewan-tatum-time-to-wear-makeup/


By Whitney Johnson

Celebrity mom Jenna Dewan-Tatum always looks her best on the
red carpet, but she insists that getting ready at home is a
bit more challenging since welcoming baby Everly 18 months
ago. Her and her husband may be considered one of the hottest
celebrity couples, but this celebrity mom is pretty down-to-
earth when it comes to how she feels. According to People.com,
the actress recently joked that she doesn’t know how other
mothers leave the house with their makeup done, much less keep
up with all of their products. “I’m like, ‘How does that
happen?’ Everly will actually take it from me and go put it
somewhere else,” she shared. “I’m like, ‘Okay, I need that
makeup back.’ It’s a whole big circus in our household.”

http://cupidspulse.com/104601/whitney-johnson/
http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-relationships/
http://celebritybabies.people.com/2014/12/17/jenna-dewan-tatum-workout-body-after-baby-hollywood-reporter-women-in-entertainment/


This  celebrity  mom  has  to  be
creative with her baby to prepare
for the day. What are some ways to
entertain your child while you get
ready?

Cupid’s Advice:

A child changes your daily routine in more ways than you could
ever imagine. Something as simple as taking a shower or fixing
your hair must be carefully planned according to your baby’s
schedule. Here, Cupid reveals three ways to entertain your kid
while you get ready for the day:

1. Keep them busy: It’s easy enough to move your baby’s toys
from the playroom to the kitchen…to the bathroom. Spread out a
blanket and grab their favorites books and blocks. As long as
they’re having fun, they won’t care that you’re curling your
hair or carefully applying your lipstick.

Related Link: Channing Tatum Says Wife Jenna’s Pregnancy is
“One of the Sexiest Things Ever”

2. Ask for help: If your partner has a flexible work schedule,
don’t be afraid to ask him to stick around for a few extra
minutes  in  the  morning.  A  healthy  habit  in  love  and
relationships  is  to  partner  on  certain  tasks,  such  as
parenting. It’ll be a good opportunity for him to bond with
his child, and it’ll let you have a moment to yourself before
your busy day of parenting begins.

Related Link: Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum Introduce
Baby Everly

3.  Turn  to  technology:  While  not  all  parents  allow  their
children to watch television or play on an iPad, if you’re

http://cupidspulse.com/44659/channing-tatum-wife-pregnancy-sexy/
http://cupidspulse.com/44659/channing-tatum-wife-pregnancy-sexy/
http://cupidspulse.com/51974/channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum-introduce-baby-everly-daughter-pregnancy-birth-baby/
http://cupidspulse.com/51974/channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum-introduce-baby-everly-daughter-pregnancy-birth-baby/


okay with your kids becoming familiar with technology, go
ahead! A 20-minute Dora the Explorer could give you the time
you need to put on that fresh face of makeup.

What are some ways that you entertain your child while getting
ready? Tell us in the comments below!

Sofia  Vergara,  Joe
Manganiello Go On Double Date
With Channing Tatum and Jenna
Dewan Tatum

https://cupidspulse.com/81418/sofia-vergara-joe-manganiello-double-date-channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum/
https://cupidspulse.com/81418/sofia-vergara-joe-manganiello-double-date-channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum/
https://cupidspulse.com/81418/sofia-vergara-joe-manganiello-double-date-channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum/
https://cupidspulse.com/81418/sofia-vergara-joe-manganiello-double-date-channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum/


By Maggie Manfredi

It’s the double date of the century, and we have all the
details!  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Sofia  Vergara,  Joe
Manganiello, Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan Tatum went to The
Collins Quarter in Savannah for cocktails and conversation.
The gentlemen of the party are in town filming Magic Mike
XXL in Georgia, the ladies came to see their boys…Who are
looking  quite  fit  for  the  film.  Modern  Family  star  went
classically casual with a black top and skinny jeans while
Witches of East End actress went flirty and fun in a short
white dress.

What are some creative double date ideas?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Double  dates  are  a  nice  change  from  a  one-on-one  outing,
though it can sometimes be difficult to figure out what to do.
Cupid has some tips:

1. We’re all winners: Test your team work with a double date

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/sofia-vergara-joe-manganiello-channing-jenna-tatum-double-date-2014309


game night. charades, board games, or whatever you can think
of and enjoy some competition between friends, all’s fair in
love and war.

Related: Brad Pitt Opens Up About Marriage to Angelina Jolie 

2. Go adventuring: Hiking, tandem biking…Really any outdoor
activity can make a fun double date, that is also inexpensive.

Related: Chelsea Clinton Leaves Hospital With New Daughter
Charlotte 

3: Have a drink: Try to stay away from just a bar/restaurant.
Hit a vineyard on a nice day or go to a beer tasting. Good
conversation plus delicious drinks is the perfect double date
recipe.

Are you as pumped for Magic Mike XXL as we are? Share your
comments below!

The  Most  Fashionable
Celebrity Baby Bumps

http://cupidspulse.com/81314/brad-pitt-talks-marriage-angelina-jolie/
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Olivia Wilde

The former 'House' actress fully embraced her baby bump at the
2014 Golden Globe Awards, dressing in a fitted, green-sequined
dress that certainly turned more than just a few heads! Photo:



Juan Rico/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

Channing Tatum Divorce Rumors
Untrue

By Shannon Seibert

The world almost collapsed under the rumors of Channing Tatum
and Jenna Dewan’s divorce. Rumors could not be more false,
rest assured. The couple could not be happier since their
wedding in 2009. The Step Up stars have recently been seen
glowing in each other’s arms, according to UsMagazine.com.

https://cupidspulse.com/76656/channing-tatum-and-jenna-dewan-shoot-down-divorce-rumors/
https://cupidspulse.com/76656/channing-tatum-and-jenna-dewan-shoot-down-divorce-rumors/
http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-slam-divorce-report-outright-lies-2014256


How  do  you  keep  outside  pressures  from  affecting  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice: 

It can be difficult not to listen to the opinions of your
loved ones since they mean so much to you, but this is your
relationship.  Your  relationship  is  between  you  and  your
partner so therefore you should focus the energy between you
and your partner alone. Check out these tips for handling
external pressures that may be weighing on your relationship:

1. Filter what you hear: It’s definitely important to listen
to what people are saying about your relationship, because
there is usually an underlying truth. But people are people
and they tend to exaggerate the details of most stories and
conjure some pretty extensive rumors. Don’t let the words of
others get a rise out of you when you know your partner
probably better then most anyone else. Stay strong and listen
to what is said, but only do what your heart says is right.

Related: Beyoncé and Jay-Z Share Wedding Video On Tour

2. Talk about it: Talking with your partner is key to a
healthy relationship. Whether it’s financial struggles, social
issues, or any other problems, an open communication line is
the best tool to have under your belt. By talking to your love
about what is on your mind the both of you can work together
to diminish the issues that may be surfacing. It’s important
to set boundaries and fully understand each other’s opinions
to come to a conclusion that you agree on. Together you’ll
emerge stronger than ever as a united front.

Related: Benji Madden Says He’s ‘Lucky’ to be Dating Cameron
Diaz

3. Don’t stress over little messes: The more you talk about a
problem, the bigger the problem gets. If you find yourself

http://cupidspulse.com/beyonce-jay-z-share-wedding-video-on-tour/
http://cupidspulse.com/benji-madden-dating-cameron-diaz/
http://cupidspulse.com/benji-madden-dating-cameron-diaz/


constantly bringing up a past issue it won’t stay in the past.
By making it relevant again you invite the stress back into
your  life.  Also,  by  making  a  huge  deal  out  of  a  little
situation, such as not walking the dog two days in a row,
you’ll begin to pick fights with your partner. Destress by
learning to sort the big pressures from the little ones, and
you’ll find yourself in a stronger and happier relationship.

How have you handled pressurized situations? Share with us in
the comments below!

10  On-Screen  to  Off-Screen
Romances

https://cupidspulse.com/76115/10-on-screen-to-off-screen-romances/
https://cupidspulse.com/76115/10-on-screen-to-off-screen-romances/
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Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum

Since their fairytale began on the set of 'Step Up' in 2006,



the couple has given everyone hope for a chance of true love.
The way the dance together and act together is enough to make
your heart melt. The gorgeous pair is now happily married with
a beautiful daughter named Everly. Photo: Andrew Evans / PR
Photos

Celebrities  Who  Lose  Baby
Weight Fast

By April Littleton

We’re all envious of the women we see on the front cover of
magazines who seem to lose all of their baby weight as soon as

https://cupidspulse.com/68347/celebrities-lose-baby-weight-fast/
https://cupidspulse.com/68347/celebrities-lose-baby-weight-fast/


they deliver their child. Some of us blame Photoshop because
there’s no way these celebrities can drop those pounds so
quickly. While other readers credit the rapid weight loss to
plastic surgery. This method might be used among some of the
famous stars we know, but some of them still enjoy getting
their bodies back in the right way:

1. Jenna Dewan-Tatum: Just six weeks after giving birth to her
first daughter Everly last May, the Witches of East End star
was back to work – in a size zero. “I wasn’t one of those
girls who’s obsessed with losing weight, but that was a pretty
good motivator. I thought, I’ve got to fit in the clothes I
wore before!” she said in an interview. Dewan-Tatum managed to
lose her baby weight so quickly due to the strict diet and
regiment she stuck to while pregnant. “I think a lot of women
find out they’re pregnant and are like, ‘Let’s go crazy and
eat ice cream every day!’ To me, it was, ‘I’m growing a human
being, and I want to give this little soul the best nutrition
I can,” she said.

Related: Celebrity Couples who Keep Their Relationships Out of
the Spotlight

2. Jessica Alba: This Hollywood actress used unconventional
methods to loss weight after giving birth to daughters Honor
Marie Warren (born 2008) and Haven Garner Warren (born 2011).
“I wore a double corset day and night for three months,” Alba
told Net-a-Porter. “It was sweaty, but worth it,” she added.

3. Gwyneth Paltrow: The Iron Man 2 actress is also known for
her commitment to physical fitness. After giving birth to
daughter Apple (born 2004) and son Moses (born 2006), Paltrow
worked out for two hours a day with celebrity trainer, Tracy
Anderson. “It was not easy and, when I started it, it was by
far the hardest thing I have ever done – but I really was
seeing results so it motivated me to just work through it,”
she said, according to the Press Association.

http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-couples-relationships-out-of-spotlight/
http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-couples-relationships-out-of-spotlight/


Related:  5  Celebrity  Couples  who  Are  Still  Friends  After
Divorce

4. Beyonce: The Drunk in Love singer gained 57 pounds while
pregnant with daughter Blue Ivy Carter. Three months later,
she was back on stage looking her best. Beyonce told Shape
magazine that she lost the weight by refraining from eating
red meat and pasta. She also stayed active while she was
training for her tour.

5. Gwen Stefani: This singer has the perfect body before and
after pregnancy. Stefani is a mother to two boys, Kingston and
Zuma.  “I  worked  out  with  my  trainer  throughout  my  whole
pregnancy until about two weeks before,” she said about her
rapid weight loss. Stefani also revealed she’s expecting a
third son sometime this year.

Related: Top 10 Celebrity Couples of 2013

6. Shakira: The Colombian singer lost all of her baby eight
just three months after giving birth to son Milan. Shakira
said she took Zumba classes five days a week, participated in
yoga exercises and calisthenics. The Hips Don’t Lie singer
also ate eight small meals a day consisted of 1,600 to 2,000
calories.

What  other  celebrities  should  be  included  in  this  list?
Comment below.

Hollywood  Couples  that  Went
from Reel to Real

http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-couples-still-friends-after-divorce/
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By April Littleton

It doesn’t take much for two celebrities to hit it off while
they’re practicing lines together on the set of their new film
or while shooting some improv on the latest hit television
show. Many of us wonder what it would be like to see some of
our favorite onscreen couples create a celebrity love story in
real  life.  Well,  brace  yourself!  Cupid  has  a  list  of
Hollywood  couples  who  took  their  romance  off-camera:

Celebrity Love Stories That Began
On-Screen
1. Liam Hemsworth and Miley Cyrus: Although Miley Cyrus isn’t
necessarily singing Liam Hemworth’s praise with her newly-
dropped single Wrecking Ball, who can forget the celebrity
love story that unraveled when the two first met? During the

http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-relationships/long-term-relationships-flings/
http://cupidspulse.com/86089/miley-cyrus/


production of the film The Last Song, the pop star began
dating her Australian co-worker. She even went as far as to
call him her “first serious boyfriend.” However, the celebrity
couple had a rocky relationship from the start. The duo broke
up twice before announcing their celebrity engagement in June
2012. Three times wasn’t the charm in this case either: The
pair recently called off their relationship for good.

Related Link: Celebrity Photo Gallery: Famous Couples Who Work
Out Together

2. Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum: It was love at first
sight when Channing Tatum met his celebrity love on the set of
the 2006 flick, Step Up. After the film wrapped, the pair
began dating. Two years later, the famous couple got engaged
in Maui, Hawaii, and they married on July 11, 2009 at Church
Estates  Vineyards  in  Malibu,  California.  The  lovebirds
recently added a new addition to their family, a baby girl
named Everly Elizabeth Maiselle who was born on May 31st of
this year.

3. Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis: It shouldn’t be a shock to
anyone that former That 70’s show co-stars Mila Kunis and
Ashton Kutcher are finally an item. After all, he was her
first kiss. In 2001, Kunis admitted to People that she took a
liking to Kutcher the moment she saw him. “I was like, ‘Oh,
he’s so cute, it’s the Calvin Klein model!’ … Then I was like,
‘I have to kiss him?’ I was so nervous and uncomfortable. I
had the biggest crush on him.” More than a decade has passed
since that on-screen kiss, and the Hollywood couple have been
dating for over a year now.

4. Eva Mendes and Ryan Gosling: Eva Mendes and The Notebook
actor met while filming The Place Beyond the Pines. Although
the couple keeps their celebrity relationship tightly under
wraps,  Mendes  did  speak  briefly  to  The  Edit  about  her
boyfriend of two years. “I literally lose my ability to speak…
I live in a very protective kind of bubble that I’ve created

http://cupidspulse.com/99968/celebrity-photo-gallery-famous-couples-workout-together/
http://cupidspulse.com/99968/celebrity-photo-gallery-famous-couples-workout-together/


for myself.”

Related Link: 10 Celebrity Couples We Never Knew Existed

5. Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie: The chemistry between these
two was hot on and off the set of their movie Mr. and Mrs.
Smith.  Although  Brad  Pitt  was  still  married  to  Jennifer
Aniston during the filming of the 2005 box office hit, the
Lara Croft: Tomb Raider actress later admitted that the two
“fell in love” on the set. In January 2006, she confirmed to
People that she was pregnant with Pitt’s first child. After a
seven-year  celebrity  relationship  together,  Brangelina
announced their engagement April 2012.

Who are some other Hollywood couples who turned their on-
screen love into the real thing? Comment below.

Channing Tatum and Wife Jenna
Spotted at LAX Airport with
New Daughter

http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-couples-never-knew-existed/
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By Kerri Sheehan

White  House  Down  actor,  Channing  Tatum  is  falling  into
fatherhood  quite  splendidly.  He  was  spotted  cradling  his
newborn baby girl, Everly, at LAX this weekend with wife Jenna
Dewan-Tatum.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the  first  time
father has described fatherhood as terrifying. “Nothing is
more important or scary than protecting a daughter,” said
Tatum.

How do you know if your beau is daddy material? 

Cupid’s Advice:

Being a dad is a big step that some men may not be ready for
yet. Cupid has some ways for you to know if your beau is up
for the task:

1. He wants to be a dad: If he claims he’s ready to take on
Dad-hood without any prompting then he most likely is. Forcing
your guy into saying that he’s ready doesn’t count!

2. Nurturing: When you’re sick does your man bring you soup,

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-moms/news/channing-tatum-holds-baby-everly-in-a-sling-jenna-dewan-tatum-resurfaces-201377


give you a massage, and help you take care of the things that
you can’t manage? If the answer is yes then he is probably up
for the task of fatherhood.

3. Thinks of the future: Everyone knows babies are expensive.
If your guy makes an effort to save up for a house or a baby-
safe car then he’s looking towards the future and may see a
baby on the horizon.

How did you know your beau was daddy material? Share below.

Channing  Tatum  and  Jenna
Dewan-Tatum  Introduce  Baby
Everly

https://cupidspulse.com/51974/channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum-introduce-baby-everly-daughter-pregnancy-birth-baby/
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By Petra Halbur

Two weeks after the birth of their daughter, Channing Tatum
and Jenna Dewan-Tatum debuted their baby girl on Facebook.
According to People, Tatum posted a photo of himself holding
baby Everly beside his wife with the words, “First Father’s
Day with my girls.” Dewan-Tatum described her daughter as “our
lil  angel”  on  her  own  Facebook  account.  The  32  year-old
actress expressed gratitude to her supportive fans via Twitter
on June 6. “Thank you, everyone, for all the loving messages!
Chan, myself and Everly are happy as can be and appreciate
them all.”

What are some ways to introduce your newborn to family and
friends?

Cupid’s Advice:

You’re overjoyed to be a new parent but you know that your
family  and  friends  are  just  bursting  to  get  their  first
glimpse of your little bundle of joy. How best to debut your
newborn to the world? Cupid has some ideas:

http://celebritybabies.people.com/2013/06/16/channing-jenna-dewan-tatum-daughter-everly-first-photo/


1. Use social media: Thanks to the internet, you can share
photos of your baby with family and friends mere minutes after
birth. Be cautious of going overboard, though. As beautiful as
your newborn is, flooding your Facebook account with photos of
your baby sleeping will get tedious.

2. Skype: Skype is a fantastic option for showing off your
little  one  to  relations  who  live  far  away.  It  offers  an
intimacy that posted photos cannot recreate.

3. Visit in the flesh: Unless there’s an outbreak of cholera
or bubonic plague in the area, there’s no reason why you can’t
debut your baby in person. Go ahead and introduce your new son
or daughter at the house of a friend or relative. This way,
everyone gets the chance to hold the baby and say, “hello” in
person.

How did you introduce your baby to the people in your life?
Tell us below. 

Channing  Tatum  and  Jenna
Dewan-Tatum Welcome a Baby!

https://cupidspulse.com/51165/channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum-welcome-baby-pregnancy-daughter/
https://cupidspulse.com/51165/channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum-welcome-baby-pregnancy-daughter/


By Petra Halbur

On May 30, Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum became parents
to a baby girl in London. Unfortunately for the couple, there
will  be  very  little  downtime  to  enjoy  parenthood  in  the
upcoming months as both mother and father will begin filming
separate projects in July. “We’re going to actually have the
baby in London while I’m shooting [Jupiter Ascending] and then
there will be no downtime whatsoever after that,” Tatum told
Ryan  Seacreast  in  a  recent  interview.  However,  a  source
assured  UsMagazine.com  that  Tatum  and  his  wife’s  highest
priority  will  be  their  daughter.  “The  baby  will  get  top
billing as far as priorities go,” the source said. “Channing
is going to be the most adorable, hands-on daddy ever and do
whatever is necessary to make sure Jenna can balance it all.”

What are some ways to balance your career and parenthood?

Cupid’s Advice: 

“A  baby  changes  everything.”  If  you’re  expecting,  you’ve
probably been told this. Overused though that phrase may be,

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-moms/news/channing-tatum-jenna-dewan-tatum-welcome-baby-201326


it is true. As a parent you will have to decide how to balance
your career with your child’s needs. Cupid is here to help:

1. Consider the longterm: Ask yourself, in 18 years, what will
you regret more: the sacrifices made to your career, or the
time you missed with your child? There’s no right or wrong
answer. Be honest with yourself and act accordingly.

2. Know that you can’t do everything: So many parents wrack
themselves with guilt when they realize they can’t be full-
time parents and full-time professionals simultaneously. Don’t
do this to yourself. Accept your limitations. You’re not a
failure. You’re human.

3. Decide what YOU want: Don’t let other people tell you
what’s best for your family. If you decide with your spouse
that you want to be a stay-at-home parent or continue with
your career, then that’s what’s best for your family.

How  did  you  balance  your  career  with  parenthood?  Tell  us
below.


